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The Prohibition
of Mixing Milk
and Meat
Excerpted from a shiur given on 21 Shevat 5772

1. “A kid-goat in its mother’s milk” and education
Three instances of the same verse

T

his week’s parashah is Ki Tissa, the 21st
parshah in the Torah. In it we find for
the second time a verse that repeats verbatim
three times in the Pentateuch. This is a unique
phenomenon. The verse is, “You shall not boil
a kid-goat in its mother’s milk”1 ( לֹא ְתבַ ׁ ֵּשל גְ ִּדי
) ַּבחֲ לֵב ִא ּמ ֹו. From it we learn many of the dietary
laws, most importantly the requirement
to separate between dairy and meat. The
entire verse appeared verbatim in parashat
Mishpatim2 (three weeks ago) and then a third

time in parashat Re’eih.3
The sages describe the kid-goat as jumping
and leaping. In the midrash on Ecclesiastes,4
the 10-year-old is likened to a young goat.
The word “kid” ( ) ְּג ִדיis the mazal, the Zodiac
sign, of the 10 th month of the year, Tevet.
In the complete verse there are exactly 12
words, corresponding to the 12 months of
the year, and the word,  ְּג ִדי, is the 10th word,
corresponding beautifully to the month of
Tevet, whose sign is the kid.

Rectifying the immune system

A

nother special phenomenon here is that
this verse always appears at the end of
a parshiyah (a paragraph in the Torah scroll;
there are two types of paragraphs, open and
closed) and each time it is at the end of an
aliyah—the seven subdivisions of every
parashah In Misphatim, it appears as the final
verse of the fifth aliyah. In our parashah, Ki
Tissa, it appears as the final verse of the sixth
aliyah, and the third time, in Re’eih, it is the
final verse of the fourth aliyah. The value of
these three placements allude therefore to the
word, “acknowledgment” ( )ה ֹוד, whose letters

equal 5, 6, and 4 in order. Hod is the name
of the sefirah that corresponds with the left
foot, which suggest that there is a special
connection between this mitzvah and the
rectification of acknowledgment. Many people
are concerned with improving their health,
particularly the immune system.5 The immune
system is prone to misidentify cells that are
part of the body as intruders, leading to what
can become an autoimmune disease. Indeed,
the parallel between the immune system in the
body and the sefirah of acknowledgment also
sheds light on autoimmune disorders, since
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one of the most well-known references to this the sages learn that it includes all kosher
sefirah (whose name is hod, in Hebrew) in the domesticated animals (sheep and cows).
Tanach is in the verse, “My hod turned upon In addition, even though the Torah only
me to destroy me”6 ()וְה ֹו ִדי נ ְֶה ּ ַפ ְך עָ לַי לְ מַ ׁ ְשחִ ית. The forbids cooking the milk and meat together,
sefirah of hod is also
from the fact that the
related to earnestness
verse appears three
or wholesomeness and
times, we learn that
The dietary laws
it is responsible for
eating and enjoying,
separating dairy and
the integrity of our
in addition to cooking
self. Thus, the dietary
dairy with meat, are all
meat protect the
laws separating dairy
prohibited. The third
wellness
of...
the
immune
an d m e at prot e c t
time this prohibition
system
the wellness of this
appears, Rashi quotes
sefirah and hence the
the opinion of Rabbi
immune system and
Akiva that the Torah
our integrity.
only forbids mixing
A bit of background about the prohibition meat with milk when the animal is a kosher
included in these verses. Even though the animal, but in relation to non-kosher animals,
verse speaks only of a kid-goat and its mother, the prohibition is from the sages.

From a kid to a goat

I

t is very telling that in English a “kid” is
also a child. In Hebrew, it simply means
a young goat. Every child is a kid. When you
are 10 years old you are a kid. Both “kid” () ְּג ִדי
and “growing” ( )גדלderive from the two-letter
root gimmel-dalet () ּגָד. Normally, the rules of
Hebrew grammar do not allow us to add the
letter lamed to a two-letter root in order to
derive a three-letter root. So, the connection
between “kid” and “growing” is rather tenuous.
However, there are other strong links in
Hebrew that connect these two roots to one
another.
What about the word “its mother” ( ?) ִא ּמ ֹו
What could be a deeper meaning for this word?
We are asking this question because the Torah
uses very particular language in describing the
prohibition of mixing milk and meat. In the
Mechilta and the Talmud we find teachings by
the sages that suggest that this word is related

to the word, “nation” ()אֻ ּ ָמה. It seems to follow
that this is a broadening of the prohibition.
Instead of covering only the goat’s mother, it
seems to indicate something more general. Not
just the kid’s mother, but his entire “nation.”7
Thus, it is reasonable to extend the prohibition
to include all domesticated livestock. Meaning,
that the prohibition from the Torah is dairy
within any type of meat.
Sefer Hachinuch writes that one of the
reasons behind this commandment is to
develop mercy and compassion for animals
(  )צַ עַ ר ַּבעֲ ֵלי חַ יִּיםin us. It is simply cruel to take
the kid’s flesh and cook it in the milk of its
mother. If a person is not careful in the way he
treats animals, he will eventually become cruel
to people as well. Rashi extends this principle
to include even inanimate objects as we saw
regarding the ramp leading up to the altar at
the end of parashat Yitro.8
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2. Milk and meat are similar to kilayim
Kilayim: two things that when mixed become
prohibited

T

he novelty about this prohibition is that
there are two things that by themselves
are good and permissible, but when you
mix them together, the mixture becomes
prohibited. Not only do they become strictly
prohibited, but regarding kilayim, some of the
commentaries9 explain that the act of mixing
species together is akin to sorcery, which
negates or tries to change the laws of creation.
Both according to the Zohar on our
parashah and according to Rabbi Levi
Yitzchak’s commentary on this Zohar, 10
mixing dairy and milk is a type of sha’atnez,

the forbidden weaving together of wool and
linen which is one of the forms of kilayim. A
beautiful hint for this understanding is that
the initial letters of our phrase, “You shall
not boil a kid-goat in its mother’s milk” ( ל ֹא
 ) ְת בַ ׁ ֵּש ל גְ ִּד י ַּב חֲ ֵל ב ִא ּמ ֹוhave the same value as
“sha’atnez” (  !) ׁ ַש עַ ְט נֵזThe fact that in these
types of prohibitions, each species by itself
is permitted, but when mixed they become
prohibited sounds like the question of how
two rights can make a wrong. The reason,
once again, is that they damage the laws of
creation in some way.

Beauty: only two things that nullify before God can be
unified

N

ormally, taking two extremes that are
opposite and unifying them is a great
thing and is the trait of the sefirah of “beauty”
(tiferet). The sign of that which is rectified is
that it encourages unity. But, the sefirah of
beauty in the world of Chaos is not sanctified
(as explained by the Lubavitcher Rebbe in a
number of places), which means that it does
not act as the middle axis that unifies left and
right. The special quality of the Jewish people
is that we can take the extremes and unify
them; take the right (loving-kindness) and
the left (might) and bring them together in
the middle axis.11 But the reality of three axes
begins with the Jewish people.
Milk and meat correspond to the two axes:
milk (and dairy products in general) are on
the right axis, while meat is on the left axis.
Since unity is our goal, why would it not be
a great thing to bring them together? The

Rebbe explains that the ability of the middle
axis (tiferet) to bring extremes together is is
dependent on the two species having some
common denominator. This does not mean
that they must be from the same species ( ִמין
) ְ ּב ִמינ ֹו, but something somewhat weaker.
In essence, the common denominator
emerges from their both feeling nullified
before God. So, for instance, as much as the
left and right axes are extremely opposite, they
share a common denominator of nullification
before God. If we are dealing with two
measures of holiness, like the angel of Michael,
the minister of water, and Gabriel, the minister
of fire, since both nullify themselves before
God, they can be unified in harmony together.
But, in the lower, mundane world, where
there is no consciousness of God and so if
two things are not consciously nullifying
themselves before God, then if you try to
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mix them, not only will you not succeed,
but you will actually cause more harm than
good. Trying to mix things that have no selfabnegation before the Almighty is described by
the Rebbe as, “mixing one species in another
species” () ִמין ְ ּב ׁ ֶשאֵ ינ ֹו ִמינ ֹו.
This is especially true in regard to that
which is secular or mundane, things that
have no revealed affinity to holiness. If this
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is their nature, do not attempt to mix them,
or bring them together. So, for instance, you
cannot make peace between two parties that
do not nullify themselves before a common
higher power. Such an attempt will not be
successful and will actually cause further
suffering both physically and spiritually. This
is the Lubavitcher Rebbe’s explanation based
on the Tzemach Tzedek.

Kilayim: land, animals, and garments

K

ilayim in the Torah are forbidden appears immediately after what Rabbi Akiva
mixtures that fall under three separate called the Torah’s great principle, “Love your
categories. The first category is that of mixtures fellow as yourself; I am Havayah.”12 The next
related to the land. There are three such types verse reads, “You shall observe My laws; You
of mixtures: seeds, trees, and vineyard.
shall not let your cattle breed with a different
The second category is mixtures of animals. kind [animals]; you shall not sow your field
There are two ways in which such mixtures with two kinds of seed [land]; you shall not
are created either by cross-breeding or by put on cloth from a mixture of two kinds of
working with animals of two species together, material [garments].” Normally, when the
for instance plowing with an ox and a donkey Torah describes a commandment as a law ()חק
together. This last type
it means to say that
is sometimes called
there is no obviously
“leading” a mixture.
explicit reason for the
The sages state that...
The third category
commandment; rather
of mixtures relates
it is like a decree made
kilayim, these forbidden
to garments and the
by the King. But, as we
mixtures, are against the
saw above (footnote
prohibition includes
laws of nature.
8), here the mention
various forms of
of laws is interpreted
m i x i ng l i ne n and
differently by the sages.
wool fibers together.
With regard to garments, there is a special The sages state that here the meaning is that
exception learnt from the Torah that it is kilayim, these forbidden mixtures, are against
actually a mitzvah to make the tzitzit and the the laws of nature.
belt worn by the priests in the Temple out of
The laws of nature are also called  חֻ ִּקיםin
a mixture of linen and wool. The Rambam the Tanach. One example of this is in the verse,
and the Ra’abed (Rabbi Abraham ben David) “Blessed are You Havayah: Teach me your laws”13
ָ ) ָּברו ְּך אַ ּ ָתה הוי' ל ְַּמ ֵד ִני חֻ ֶּק. The Rebbe Rashab, the
disagree on whether a priest is allowed to wear (יך
the belt that has this mixture even when he is fifth Lubavitcher Rebbe, had a custom to say a
not actually serving in the Temple.
blessing every hour (in order to be able to think
The first place kilayim is mentioned in the of each of the twelve different permutations of
Torah is in Leviticus, in parashat Kedoshim. It God’s essential Name, Havayah, one for each
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hour of the day). When he did not have a specific mixtures, as we will see.
blessing to say, he would recite this verse which
Now, we might ask, which of the forms of
is in the form of a blessing, but which refers to kilayim is the worst? Which negates the laws
the physical laws of the heavens and the earth of nature the most? The idea is that nature
that govern them. Kilayim are also mentioned in is based on separate species. In all its forms,
Deuteronomy14 where
the word “species” () ִמין
the order is a little
appears in the account
nature is based on
different: land-animalsof creation 10 times,
garments, this time in
corresponding to the
separate species. In
three separate verses.
ten sefirot. But it is
all its forms, the word
Again, the novel
important to know
“species” appears in the
interpretation
which form of kilayim
introduced
in
negates the concept of
account of creation 10
Kabbalah is that milk
species the most.
times, corresponding to
a n d m e at s h o u l d
O b v i o u s l y, t h i s
the ten sefirot.
also be considered
would be the actual
a form of kilayim, a
c ro s s - b re e d i n g o f
prohibited mixture
two species, be they
and specifically it takes its place as a type of animals or plants. Today, this is done through
intermediate between the different types of genetic modification.

Mixing right and left in leadership

W

e said before that plowing with animals
of two different species is also known
as “a steering mixture” ( ) ִ ּכלְ אַ יִם דְּ הַ ְנהָ ָגה, which
could literally be translated as a mixture in
leadership. If this is what it is called, it must
have some connection to leadership in general,
including political leadership. If you put a
leader who is like a donkey together with one
who is like an ox, then you have a forbidden
mixture which will not only not work but will
cause a great deal of harm.
Since we mentioned this let us add that
Rabbi Levi Yitzchak writes that between the
donkey and the ox, the donkey is the right and
the ox is the left. Each separately is very good.
The ox has a great deal of strength (or might,
the left axis). The donkey is also a very useful
animal. But, as the Ramban writes, when they
are led together under the plow, they will most
probably be put in the same stall at night, and

the result will be that they will eventually
cross-breed.
Indeed, the Ramban’s reasoning for why
not to plow with two species of animal raises
an interesting question. This turns out to
be a heavily researched topic in halachah:
is there an example in the Torah (not just
from the sages) of a fence meant to distance
us from a prohibition, what we call a s’yag
(  ?) ְס יָגRabbi Yosef Engel, one of the great
geniuses of the twentieth century writes
that the proof that some of the Torah’s
commandments were meant to distance
us from other prohibitions can be seen in
exactly this prohibition against plowing
with two species of animals. The real
prohibition is to cross-breed the animals
(inadvertently, at night) and to prevent
that the Torah prohibits mixing them when
plowing.
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The greater the meddling with nature, the greater the prohibition

T

he least damage is done by making Rashi). In fact, it is important to know that
a cloth out of different species of there is an opinion among the sages in the
thread. Even though there is a great deal of Talmud, that kilayim (according to the Torah
mixing, there is no new chemical compound definitions) are forbidden for Bnei Noach. It
created by this mixing. In fact, it is the only was probably not ruled to be the halachah,
type of mixing, kilayim, that even after the but it is important to be aware of this opinion.
mixture, its parts can be separated, and each Again, the logic is straightforward. The
becomes individually
more the mixture goes
permissible again. To
against nature, the
use the language of
worse it is. Creating
The more the mixture
chemistr y, when it
a new species is like
goes against nature,
comes to garments,
genetic engineering
the worse it is. Creating
you can only create
and that is the worst.
a mixture, but you
But t h e m at e r i a l s
a new species is like
cannot create a new
mixed in a garment
genetic engineering and
compound (especially
c a n b e s e p a r at e d
that is the worst.
following the ruling
and therefore when
of Rabbeinu Tam, but
it comes to sha’atnez
also following Rashi).
there is a way back.
Wh e n it c om e s
This is apparently
to mixing seeds, you are coming closer to the reason why when it comes to garments
creating a mixture that cannot be separated. there are instances (as we saw above) when it
Still, it is not a compound that you have becomes permissible in the case of a mitzvah
created. It is enough for you to merely mix to mix the wool and the linen (like in a tzitzit
them together when you sow (wheat, barley, and the belt of the priests).
and a grape seed in one handful, to quote

Milk and meat as an intermediate form of kilayim

A

ll this is in way of introduction to
milk and meat. Again, the literal
prohibition in the Torah only covers cooking
them together (the sages then add that the
additional repetitions of the prohibition teach
us that eating and gaining benefit from the
result are also prohibited—but again, only if
the two were mixed together by cooking them
together). The idea here is that by using fire,
like in a laboratory, new compounds can be
created. What we see then is that milk and
meat are an intermediate form between the

kilayim, the mixing of species, through crossbreeding and through sha’atnez, the mixing of
two species in a garment. It is less a mixture
than cross-breeding, but more a mixture than
sha’atnez. The Rebbe uses the terminology
of, “lament for generations” ( ) ְ ּבכִ יָּה לְ ד ֹור ֹות.
Certainly, through genetic engineering you
are affecting the coming generations from
now and forever, but with milk and meat
being cooked together, you are not going that
far, even though the mixture is like a new
compound whose parts cannot be separated.
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The possibility of milk and meat being permissible in
the Temple

T

here is an opinion in the Talmud that
milk and meat cooked together might
be permissible in the Temple. Perhaps in the
Temple, as part of the service it is permissible
to cook the meat of the animals sacrificed
with milk. What this tells us is that milk and
meat are a lighter form of mixture then those
formed by cross-breeding. When it comes to
cross-breeding, we do not find an opinion
among the sages that it might be permissible
somehow in the context of the Temple service.
How does this opinion find a basis in the
Torah? Interestingly, it is learnt directly from
our verse. We saw that the verse begins with the
words, “The choice first fruits of your soil you
shall bring to the house of the Havayah your
God…,” only the second part is “You shall not
cook a kid-goat in its mother’s milk.” The two
topics in the verse are seemingly completely
different, so why are they brought together in
the same verse? The answer, say the sages, is
to teach us that even in the House of God,
you may not cook meat and milk together.
Meaning that though you might have thought

that for some reason in the Temple it would be
permissible to cook meat and milk together,
the Torah wants to specifically prohibit this.
What we gain from this discussion about
the very possibility of milk and meat being
permissible, a possibility that we do not find
in relation to cross-breeding, is that it too
illustrates that the mixture of milk and meat
is lighter than that of cross-breeding.
In fact, Rabbeinu Bechayei writes 15 that
just as in the future non-kosher animals will
become kosher, so it will also be permissible to
eat milk and meat together. This will happen
even before the time when the commandments
will no longer be considered an obligation.
The stipulation is of course that there will
no longer exist an impure spirit to defile the
world. As we said, once everything becomes
sanctified, then even those things that today
do not nullify before God, will do so in the
future. Once this is true and the conflicts
disappear, it will become permissible to bring
milk and meat together.

The types of kilayim as they correspond to the worlds

T

o summarize, let us present the three
explicit types of mixture the Torah
forbids together with the mixture of milk and
meat as they correspond to the most basic
Kabbalistic model of the four Worlds.
The mixtures related to the land clearly
correspond to kingdom and the world of
Action. Land normally corresponds to
kingdom. These as we saw are the mixtures
created between different seeds.
The mixtures created from cross-breeding
animals are related to the world of Formation.
Animals are the names of angels16 that reside

in the World of Formation and they are the
spiritual source of animals.
The mixture of milk and meat then appears
to correspond to the world of Creation as it is
an intermediate level between the most severe
form of kilayim found in cross-breeding (land
or animals) and the lightest form found in
mixing materials in garments. As such, we
discover that the mixing of milk and meat
causes a blemish in one’s intellectual faculties,
particularly the sefirah of understanding,
which corresponds to the world of Creation
directly.
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Finally, the garment mixtures (sh’atnez),
the lightest form of mixture, correspond to
the kelipah (the impure husk) of the world
of Emanation. This husk is said to be called
“look at me” () ְראו ּמָ ה, which obviously connects

it with clothing as the purpose of clothing is
to cover the person and be seen.
We can summarize the four types of mixture
and the worlds to which they correspond as
follows:

kelipah of…

type of Kilayim

Emanation

Garments (sha’atnez)

Creation

Milk and meat

Formation

Cross-breeding between animals

Action

Land mixtures which cross-breed seeds

Notes:
1. Ibid. 34:26. The complete verse reads, “The choice first fruits of your soil you shall bring to the house
ִ ׁ ֵר
of the Havayah your God. You shall not boil a kid in its mother’s milk” ('אשית ִ ּבכּ ו ֵּרי אַ ְדמָ ְת ָך ּ ָתבִ יא ֵּבית הוי
ָ ֶ)אֱלֹה
יך לֹא ְתבַ ׁ ֵּשל גְ ִּדי ַּבחֲ לֵב ִא ּמ ֹו
2. Exodus 23:19.
3. Deuteronomy 14:21. In parashat Re’eih the verse appears as the closing statement of many dietary laws
which clarifies its context, but in our parashah and in Ki Tissa the context of the verse requires elaboration.
4. Kohelet Rabbah 1:2.
5. See our book, Body, Mind, and Soul: Kabbalah and Medicine, for an in-depth discussion of the immune
system’s parallel with the sefirah of acknowledgement.
6. Daniel 10:8.
7. How can we understand the mother as related to “nation.” Possibly, what this prohibition is hinting at is
that the Torah wants to forbid us from raising a child with a nationalistic ideology. This runs contrary to
what we might think. We probably think that the Torah wants a young child to be brought up with a feeling
of belonging to his nation. The explanation is that in modern Hebrew there are two similar but still, different
words for “nationality” ( לְ ֻא ִּמיּו ּתand )לְ ֻא ּ ָמנו ּת. The first is considered lighter than the second, and thus we
could categorize the first as being a “milky” form of nationality and the second as being a “fleshy” type of
nationalism. Interestingly, in English there is no similarly clear division into two flavors of nationalism.
What the prohibition is thus trying to impress upon us is that a child (a kid) should not be raised with a
milky (weak) form of national pride. But it is permissible (and perhaps even necessary) to raise a child with
a stronger (fleshy) variant (see the Hebrew transcript of this farbrengen for additional insight into this idea).
8. Rashi to Exodus 20:23 writes:
“[Do not ascend my altar by steps,] so that your nakedness not be exposed”: Because on account of these
steps you will have to take large paces and so spread your legs. Now, although this would not be an actual
uncovering of one’s covered parts, since it is written, (Exodus 28:42) “And thou shalt make for them [the
priests] linen breeches [to cover their private parts]”, still the taking of large paces is close enough to
uncovering one’s nakedness that it may be described as such, and you would then be treating them [the
stones of the altar] in a manner that implies disrespect. Now the following statement follows logically
à fortiori: If in the case of stones which have no feelings one should be careful to not show them any
disrespect shown—since they serve some useful purpose you should not treat them in a manner that
implies disrespect—all the more so, regarding your fellow who was created in your Creator’s image, you
must be careful to not show disrespect.
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9. Ramban to Leviticus 19:19 writes:
The reason that the Torah forbade kilayim (forbidden mixtures) is that the Almighty created species
in all that has life—in plants and in animals that have mobility—and gave these species the power of
procreation so that the species continue to exist eternally, as long as the Almighty so wills the existence of
the world. And He instilled them with the power to propagate their species and to not change it forever….
And one who mixes two species together changes and weakens/negates the acts of creation….
Not to scramble the powers that make the plants grow in order to make them adsorb from one another,
as we find in Bereisheet rabbah (10:6), “Said Rabbi Simon: There is not a grass below that does not have
a mazal [source of effluence] in the heavens that strikes it and tells it to grow [ ;]גדלthis is the meaning
of the verse, ‘Do you [Job] know the laws of heaven that you can impose their authority on earth?’ (Job
38:33). This is the reason the Torah introduced this prohibition with the words, “You shall follow my
laws,” because they are the laws of heaven….
And so said Rabbi Chaninah in the name of Rabbi Pinchas [that kilayim] are forbidden because of the
laws with which God engraved His world (JT Kilayim 1:7). I have already explained in parashat Bereisheet
that the base of all the plants is to be found above and it is from there that God blesses them with life unto
the mundane. Thus, one who mixes kilayim or plants [two different species] of vegetable together is acting
to negate the laws of heaven. When one grafts or interbreeds kilayim or plants them together in order that
they cross adsorb from one another, one is negating the laws of heaven.
And the master [Maimonides] said in the Guide to the Perplexed (3:37) that the reason for sha’atnez
[mixing wool and linen in garments] is that in that time there was a well-known garment worn by
sorcerers and in it they would carry out their actions. And he said that he found it written in their
books because it was an important issue by them to have this garment for their forbidden practices and
demonology, and the Torah wishes to distance every person these practices and obliterate their memory.
Notice the role that mazal, effluence from above, plays in the prohibition against mixing species together
and how this relates to our verse where the word “kid” ( ) ְּג ִדיwe said is both the name of a mazal and
related to the word for “growing” ()גדל.
10. Rabbi Levi Yitzchak Schneersohn was the Lubavitcher Rebbe’s father and was most probably the
greatest Kabbalist of the previous generation.
ַ The fact that it appears
11. Our phrase, “a kid-goat in its mother’s milk” ( )גְ ִּדי ַ ּבחֲ לֵ ב ִא ּמ ֹוequals “axis” ()קו.
three times in the Pentateuch corresponds to the three axes of the sefirot.
12. Leviticus 19:18.
13. Psalms 119:12.
14. Chapter 22 verses 9-11.
15. In his commentary on our verse in Exodus 23:19.
16. Ezekiel 1:5-10.
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Unity within
Diversity
The Third Option

T

he sin of the Golden Calf divides Knowledge, he would have lived forever. King
Parashat Ki Tissa into two parts – before David too, “Ate an unripe fig” 2 – he did not
the sin and after it.
wait until Bathsheba was released from her
At first glance, the sin ruined all of God’s marriage to Uriah. He too lacked patience.
plans. Everything was going so well: the The verse states, “And the man Moses was very
Exodus from Egypt, the Splitting of the Red humble, more than any man on the face of the
Sea, the pillar of fire, the cloud, water from earth,”3 and Rashi explains, “He was lowly and
the rock. So many miracles! These reached a patient.”
climax with the voices
Do we always have
and the lightning at
to ruin things at the
Mt. Sinai and Moses’
crucial moment?
Before sinning, there
ascent to God. All we
As devastating as
had to do was wait
these
sins may seem,
appear to be two options:
for him to descend.
the sages reveal that
you are either righteous
A little more patience
G o d i n c or p or ate d
or you are a rogue. Once
and our relationship
them in His original
with God would be
program. God has a
we have fallen... a third
consummated.
plan that is beyond
option comes into view:
H o w e v e r, t h e
our perception, in
you may have sinned,
Children of Israel
which even falling
“spoiled” everything.
into
sin has a purpose.
but you can repent.
In the sages’ startling
King David was fully
imagery, they became
capable of overcoming
like, “A wretched bride
the evil inclination, but
who betrayed her groom beneath the wedding the Almighty decreed that it should overcome
canopy [instead of waiting for him].”1 It seems him. Similarly, “the Jewish People were not
that the sin of the Golden Calf shattered the worthy of that act.”4 Here, we catch a glimpse
great revelation at Mt. Sinai to smithereens into God’s grand plan.
until no remnant of it remained…
Before sinning, there appear to be two
The Golden Calf appears to be another options: you are either righteous or you are a
frustrating mistake in a series of historical rogue. Once we have fallen into sin, our cause
blunders that began with Adam’s sin in the seems to be lost. Yet, without negating our
Garden of Eden. Had he waited a few scant freedom of choice (which is why sinners do
hours before eating the fruit of the Tree of deserve punishment for their misdeeds), God
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grants, “an opportunity to those wishing to
repent.”5 A third option now comes into view:
you may have sinned, but you can repent.
Why is the level attained through
repentance so great that sometimes sin is
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imperative (from God’s perspective)? The
Torah’s inner dimension helps us understand
the events of Parashat Ki Tisa from this
perspective.

Breaking Unity

W

hen Moses saw the sin, “He threw the occurred; a quantum leap between unity and
tablets from his hands and shattered diversity. From this stage onwards, nothing
them beneath the mountain.”6 The key word would be the same. In order to energize
here is “shattering.” The Arizal teaches us that this quantum leap, a shattering must occur
at the deepest spiritual dimension, creation (similar in a sense to atomic fission). This
is a process of shattering and rectification. trauma is ingrained in the foundation of the
Initially, when great Divine light descends world. The diversity that results from the
to manifest in vessels,
shattering challenges
there is an explosion.
unity to its core. The
The vessels shatter,
ultimate goal is to
The student will never
sparks fly and fall, the
reach a paradoxical
be able to integrate the
lights disappear, entire
state in which unity
rabbi’s
wisdom
without
worlds are destroyed,
is experienced within
and chaos ensues…
diversity.
the rabbi “breaking” it
until the World of
We can illustrate
into
tiny
fragments....
the
Rectification is created.
the shattering with
student may gradually
The description of the
a n a l l e g o r y f ro m
shattering of vessels is
a t e a c h e r- s t u d e nt
integrate some of his
covered in great depth
relationship. Imagine
teacher’s wisdom.
in Kabbalah, down to
a g re at r abbi, an
the minutest details.
illustrious sage, who
We will suffice with the
wishes to impart of his
general explanation mentioned in Chassidut, wisdom to his young student. The student’s
that shattering is necessary to allow the mental capacity is worlds apart from the
discontinuous, or quantum leap ()דִּ ּלו ּג, “from teacher’s mind. The teacher experiences his
unity to diversity.”7
knowledge as an all-encompassing light of
Twice a day in the Shema, we proclaim, wisdom. The student will never be able to
“God is one.”8 His initial revelation is unity, integrate the rabbi’s wisdom without the
which cannot be contained within a multitude rabbi “breaking” it into tiny fragments. To
of vessels. Our world is the opposite of unity, the extent that his own intelligence allows, the
of oneness. It has such great diversity and such student may gradually integrate some of his
myriad details that we are likely to forget that teacher’s wisdom. If the process is successful,
everything originated from one source. At the student will understand his teacher’s
some stage, between the one Divine light and perspective, and sense the all-inclusive
our own world, an inconceivable transition intelligence that encompasses the details.
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From Dissolution to Repentance

T

he Giving of the Torah was the zenith As he descended the mountain, Moses heard
of unity: the Jewish People arrived at the sounds and cries coming from the camp.
the foot of Mt. Sinai as “a kingdom of priests When he saw the extent of the collapse, he
and a holy nation.”9 They stood there “as one broke the tablets, reflecting the catastrophic
man with one heart.”10 When replying to the shattering of the Jewish people’s unity.
Almighty, the entire nation said in unison,
To teach us how to extricate ourselves
“We will do and we will listen.”11 The entire from the effects of the sin of the Golden Calf,
world participated in this experience, standing Moses revealed the ability to repent. Even
in silent awe while God spoke to the Jewish after such a dire communal sin, teshuvah is
People.12 Such unity is fitting for the righteous: possible. However, the world after this sin and
“And Your nation are all righteous.”13 Like the subsequent repentance is no longer the same.
ministering angels
We experienced the
who sing together in a
transition into a world
magnificent choir, they
of diversity, a world
the world after this
were, “All holiness.”
of people seeking to
sin and subsequent
Ju s t f or t y d ay s
repent. Here, each
after the light of the
carries his or her
repentance is no longer
Ten Commandments
personal burden. Every
the same. We transition
descended upon the
individual ref lects
into a world of diversity...
people, their unity
their own hue of the
began to crack. The
original light.
each carries his or her
vers e states, “ The
Concealed within
personal burden. Every
entire nation parted
this diversity is a spark
individual reflects their
from the gold rings”14
of unity. Our sages
( וַי ּ ְִת ּ ָפ ְרקו ּ ָּכל הָ עָ ם אֶ ת ִנזְ מֵ י
teach us that the shards
own hue of the original
)הַ זָּהָ ב. The first phrase
of the first tablets were
light.
can also be read as
placed in the Ark of the
saying that the people
Covenant together with
parted, in the sense of
the two new tablets of
fragmented, and the result was the second stone that Moses brought down from Sinai.
part of the verse—they removed their rings The shattering received new significance. No
to create the Golden Calf. This was, therefore, longer was it an unplanned fall. It became “a
not only a physical act of removing jewelry; descent for the sake of ascent,”15 which created
it reflected a state of inner collapse and an innovation: the ability to contain unity
decadence. The unity that they experienced within diversity. Let us see how.
while dancing round the Golden Calf was
After the Golden Calf, Moses discovered
a display of false unity that masked the the right moment to put in an exceptional
atmosphere of debauchery. Each individual request to God: “Inform me of Your ways.” God
sought to fulfill his own desires and lusts. With complied and revealed His Thirteen Attributes
the festivities surrounding the Golden Calf, of Compassion. Before the sin we were only
the people decomposed into tiny fragments. aware of God’s unity. We could not conceive
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of His detailed attributes. Now, after our own
transition from unity to diversity we are able to
perceive God in a new light. God’s unity can be
perceived in thirteen measures. His singularity
manifests through them, thus revealing His
unity in the innumerable details of this world.
This idea is reflected in the numerical value of
“one” ()אֶ חָ ד, which is 13.
As with the teacher and his student, a new
facet of wisdom appeared after the break.
The student succeeds in gleaning a variety
of details from the initial, general light. The
new details reveal a more elevated aspect of the
unity of the initial wisdom. This is the benefit
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gained by Moses breaking the first tablets.
Because of the sin of the Golden Calf, God
revealed His ways and His attributes to us. The
one Torah that we received at Sinai reveals a
rich fine structure. “God said to him [Moses],
do not be upset over the first tablets, for they
were no more than Ten Commandments, but
with the second tablets I give you the laws, the
Midrash and the agadot.”16 As the verse in Job
states, “He [God] told you all the mysteries
of wisdom, for there is [now] twice as much
insight.”17 The new world revealed after sin is
a world that contains a double dose of wisdom.
Unity within diversity.

Notes:
1. Shir hashirim Rabbah 8:5.
2. Sanhedrin 107a.
3. Numbers 12:3.
4. Avodah Zarah 4b.
5. Ibid.
6. Exodus 32:19.
7. See in length in the article “Shloshah Deelugim” in Sod Hashem Liyerei’av, pp. 188-190, based on Likutei
Hagahot Lesefer Hatanya (Kehot), p. 89. This is the third of three such quantum leaps discussed in these
sources, described as the leap from the ray of light (the kav) to the Worlds.
8. Deuteronomy 6:4.
9. Exodus 19:6.
10. Rashi to Ibid. v. 2.
11. Ibid. 24:7
12. Shemot Rabbah 29:9.
13. Isaiah 60:21.
14. Exodus 32:3.
15. See the Bati Legani discourse.
16. Shemot Rabbah 46:1.
17. Job 11:6.
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Rabbi Gershon
Kitover and the Ba’al
Shem Tov’s Marriage
Rabbi Avraham Gershon of Kitov was born to his father, Rabbi Ephraim, in
Galicia. Rabbi Gershon was known as a Torah genius and great Kabbalist
and was one of the members of the famous kloiz (shul) in Brody. After he
became aware of the greatness of the Ba’al Shem Tov (who was married to
his sister), he cleaved to him and became his disciple. Rabbi Gershon made
aliyah to the Land of Israel in 5507 (1747), settling first in Hebron and later
in Jerusalem. In Jerusalem he learned Torah from Rabbi Shalom Shar’abi
(the Rashash). Rabbi Gershon Kitov passed away on the 25th of Adar Alef
5521 (1761) and was buried on the Mount of Olives.
In the biography of the Ba’al Shem Tov, Shivhei HaBesht (47) the story of the marriage of
the Ba’al Shem Tov and the sister of Rabbi Gershon of Kitov is told:
Afterwards, he (the Ba’al Shem Tov) took upon himself not to conceal
himself so much. He went to Brody and became a teacher there. He was
beloved by all, for he was a Torah scholar and very wise, until the point
that the questions and problems of the entire community were determined
by him. When there would be a disagreement between people, they would
consult with the Ba’al Shem Tov, and he would judge between them. And
both parties would be happy with his judgement, for in his great wisdom,
he would explain his decision to them on an inner level and it would be
accepted by all.
Rabbi Gershon Kitov was the head of the Jewish court of law in Brody. His
father, Rabbi Ephraim had a court case with a person in the Ba’al Shem Tov’s
community, near Brody. Rabbi Ephraim requested to hold the court case in
Brody.
“We have a teacher here who is a great Torah scholar, and he judges with
justice” said the second litigant. “Every time that people come before him
for a judgement, both parties feel that justice has been done, for he explains
the reasons for his decision well. Let us come before him and present our
cases and if you are not satisfied then I will accompany you to Brody.” Rabbi
Ephraim happily agreed, and they came before the Ba’al Shem Tov.
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Immediately when Rabbi Ephraim came before the Ba’al Shem Tov, the Ba’al
Shem Tov saw with his ru’ach hakodesh (holy spirit) that Rabbi Ephraim’s
daughter was going to be his wife. At the time, it was customary that when
an honored guest would come before a learned person, the learned person
would bring up a Torah topic and analyze it. The Ba’al Shem Tov discussed
a topic in the Rambam with great intricacy and wisdom and explained other
topics as well. Rabbi Ephraim felt that his soul was bonding with the Ba’al
Shem Tov’s soul.
Following this introduction, the court convened, with each side presenting
his case. There were many claims, for they had had many disagreements
over the years. In no time, the Ba’al Shem Tov presented the litigants with
his decision. It was clearly a heavenly decision. Rabbi Ephraim found it
wondrous, and he loved the Ba’al Shem Tov deeply.
In the meantime, Rabbi Ephraim discovered that the Ba’al Shem Tov was
looking for a wife. Rabbi Ephraim had a divorced daughter. “Perhaps this
match will work out?” he thought. Rabbi Ephraim came before the Ba’al
Shem Tov in secret and said to him: “I have heard that your honor needs a
wife. Perhaps your honor would like to marry my daughter?”
“That is a fine idea,” the Ba’al Shem Tov replied. “But in this community,
I have already received many marriage offers, so we will have to keep this
a secret. For I cannot be ungrateful to them after they have done so much
for me and have given me great honor. If your honor agrees to this, we will
write the engagement contract in private.” “In addition,” the Ba’al Shem Tov
continued, “I request that you make the match with me and not with the
Torah that I have learned or with my wisdom. For under no circumstances
do I wish for you to praise me with all sorts of attributes. Just simply write,
‘Our teacher Yisrael, the son of our teacher Eliezer.”
Rabbi Ephraim, who felt very connected to the Ba’al Shem tov at that point,
agreed to all his requests and they wrote up the engagement document.
They did not write the name of a place and did not tell anybody about the
engagement.
On Rabbi Ephraim’s journey back to his home, he became ill and passed away.
His son, Rabbi Gershon Kitov, was informed, and he came to eulogize his
father as is customary. Rabbi Gershon was given all the documents that were
found with his father, including the engagement contract for his daughter,
Rabbi Gershon’s sister with a man named Yisrael. It was very wondrous to
him, for his father was a famous man, and how would he engage his daughter
to a simple, anonymous man, without even writing where he lives or the
name of his family? Rabbi Gershon related this to his sister, who said. “If it
was good in the eyes of our father, surely we should not think ill of it.”
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The Ba’al Shem Tov waited until his teaching contract was finished and
said to the townspeople, “I will return to my place.” The townspeople tried
to convince him to remain, promising him a larger salary, but he refused,
for this was not his intention. He left the town, and when he reached the
outskirts of Brody, he changed his attire and dressed like a simple peasant,
with a short jacket and wide belt. He changed his manner of speech, adopting
a gruff tone, and entered the town of Brody, going straight to the home of
Rabbi Gershon Kitov. Two courts of Jewish law were in session before him,
and Rabbi Gershon was supervising both.
The Ba’al Shem Tov stood at the doorway, and Rabbi Gershon thought that
he was a beggar. He took out a coin to give to him, but the Ba’al Shem Tov
said, “I have a private matter to discuss with you.” He entered a room with
him, and the Ba’al Shem Tov showed him the engagement contract and said
to him, “Please bring my wife to me.” When Rabbi Gershon saw the man
and his attire and his gruff manner of speech, he became very frightened
and could not understand what his father had done. He called for his sister
and related everything to her. She once again replied, “As our father has
done this, we surely should not think ill of it and certainly this is from God.
Perhaps I will bear lofty children from this marriage.” A date was set for the
wedding.
Before the marriage ceremony, the Ba’al Shem Tov said that he would like
to first speak with his wife, as the sages say, “It is forbidden for a man to
marry a woman until he has seen her.” The Ba’al Shem Tov spoke with his
wife privately and revealed the truth to her. And he asked her to vow that
she would reveal nothing of what he had told her, even if she would suffer
hardship and poverty. She willingly accepted his conditions.

Change of Attire and Speech

I

n this story, as at other junctures of his
life, the Ba’al Shem Tov quickly and deftly
changes costumes and roles. In his Torah
teachings, passed on by his disciple Rabbi
Yaakov Yosef of Polonne, also known as Ba’al
Hatoldot, he explains that the Ba’al Shem Tov’s
conduct in this respect reflected Heaven.
God also “changes His attire and manner of
speaking” in the way He conducts the world.
He speaks to us from within the different
situations in our lives and in many, varied
personas.

The ability to adopt different personas
comes from the attribute of kingdom. The
ability to lead and influence those on a lower
level requires one to descend to them and
speak to them in their language and appear
to them in a form to which they can relate.
Thus, the inner dimension of the attribute of
kingdom is the attribute of lowliness. Even the
most honorable king knows that he has to set
his honor aside in order to lead, and to be able
to skip from his place to a different place with
alacrity and ease.
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King David, the soul that most strongly
expresses the attribute of kingdom, exemplifies
this ability: “And I would be lowly in my eyes,
and with the handmaidens about whom you
have spoken, with them I will get honor” (2
Samuel 6:22). King David’s talent for taking
on different personas manifested again in the
court of Avimelech when he disguised himself
as a lunatic.
The ability to “dress up” shows that even
when the costume is excellent, it is not a
permanent home for the person adopting the
persona. This fits the Ba’al Shem Tov, who
came to illuminate the world with the light of
God’s essence, above and beyond any specific
manifestation. For the person who cleaves to
the inherent essence of God, both small and
great become equal. From this perspective, to
dress and act like a judge and wise teacher is
also a costume that is not completely natural.
Another reason for changing attire is
because of the impression that it makes. The
limits and definitions of the different personas
become blurred, and the distance between
them is less blatant. The Tanya (c. 32) explains
that the Jewish people are literally one essence
and that the only thing that distorts this
realization is the bodies of Israel, which are
separated from each other. The Lubavitcher
Rebbe explained that the bodies also include
our self-image, which stems from our feeling
of existence as a created being, which is not
the perspective of the soul.
Thus, to increase love between Jews,
the Ba’al Shem Tov acts to break down the
partitions that divide between his persona as
a judge and his persona as a simple villager. By
doing so, the onlooker is aroused to recognize
the equality of all the Jews in their essence,
which is the true, primary characteristic in
both personas.
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From this story we understand that the Ba’al
Shem Tov changed his attire and manner of
speaking from the persona of a judge to the
persona of a simple peasant. But for us, being
told that that even before he revealed his
true self (at age 36), he had served as a judge
and had dressed like a Torah scholar, is truly
surprising. It seems that when the Ba’al Shem
Tov returned to the persona of a peasant, it was
not a mere change of costume, but a return to
his true, original persona—the persona that
he chose for himself. If being a judge means
being a person of importance and status, being
a peasant means being anonymous.
In his alacrity, the Ba’al Shem Tov would
disrobe from one persona and enrobe in the
next. When he was a judge, he enrobed himself
in a certain image and when he needed it no
longer, he disrobed from it and was no longer
limited by it. Then he returned to the persona
of the simple Jew, his essential persona, which
was like a transparent persona upon which he
could enrobe in all sorts of different I’s.
According to this, the Ba’al Shem Tov’s
request of his father-in-law-to-be to “make
the match with me and not with my Torah
knowledge and wisdom” takes on added
significance. The law in the Shulchan Aruch
(Even Ha’ezer 31:2) says: “It was customary to
make the marriage betrothal with a ring that
does not have a stone” so that the bride will
not exchange her focus and thoughts on the
ring itself, with the value of the precious stone
set in it.
The bride may be thinking about the small
amount of money that the ring is worth. But
the Ba’al Shem Tov hints that the simplicity
within him is worth much more than his
wisdom and scholarship. His message was
simply, if you make a match with my Torah
and wisdom, you will not really grasp me.

TORAH Mathematics

P

arashat Ki Tissa contains one of the
most important passages in the entire
Pentateuch, the Thirteen Principles of Divine
Mercy. Unless you actually look at the verses
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in the text, you probably would not know that
the Principles themselves stop in the middle
of a verse. Let us copy the verses and mark the
text of the principles to illustrate this point:

'ַוּי ֵֶרד הוי' ּבֶ עָ נָן ַו ִּי ְתיַּצֵ ב עִ ּמֹו ׁשָ ם ַו ִּי ְק ָרא בְ ׁשֵ ם הוי'׃ ַו ַּי ֲעבֹר הוי' עַ ל־ ָּפנָיו ַו ִּי ְק ָרא הוי' הוי
 נֹצֵ ר חֶ סֶ ד ָלאֲ ָלפִ ים נֹׂשֵ א עָ וֺן ָו ֶפׁשַ ע וְ חַ ּטָ ָאה:ל ַרחּום וְ חַ ּנּון ֶא ֶרְך ַא ַּפ ִים וְ ַרב־חֶ סֶ ד ֶואֱ מֶ ת-ֵא
ל־רּבֵ עִ ים׃
ִ ַל־ׁש ֵּל ִׁשים וְ ע
ִ ַוְ נ ֵַּקה ל ֹא ְינ ֶַּקה ּפ ֵֹקד ֲעוֺן ָאבֹות עַ ל־ּבָ ִנים וְ עַ ל־ּבְ נֵי בָ ִנים ע

W

hy do they end in the middle of a verse
with the word  ?וְ נ ֵַּקהOne possible answer
is revealed when we consider that if we take the
final letter of וְ נ ֵַּקה, a hei and go backwards, we

will find that with an equidistant internal skip—
referring to the number of letters between every
two letters in the skip—of 39 letters, we reveal
God’s essential Name, Havayah:

הוה-הוה עַ ל־ ָּפנָיו ַו ִּי ְק ָרא י-הוה׃ ַו ַּי ֲעבֹר י-הוה ּבֶ עָ נָן ַו ִּי ְתיַּצֵ ב עִ ּמֹו ׁשָ ם ַו ִּי ְק ָרא בְ ׁשֵ ם י-ַו ֵּי ֶרד י
 נֹצֵ ר חֶ סֶ ד ָלאֲ ָלפִ ים נֹׂשֵ א עָ וֺן ָו ֶפׁשַ ע:ל ַרחּום וְ חַ ּנּון ֶא ֶרְך ַא ַּפ ִים וְ ַרב־חֶ סֶ ד ֶואֱ מֶ ת-הוה ֵא-י
ל־רּבֵ עִ ים׃
ִ ַל־ׁש ֵּל ִׁשים וְ ע
ִ ַוְ חַ ּטָ ָאה וְ נ ֵַּקה ל ֹא ְינ ֶַּקה ּפ ֵֹקד ֲעוֺן ָאבֹות עַ ל־ּבָ ִנים וְ עַ ל־ּבְ נֵי בָ ִנים ע
he number 39 significance is that it
is a multiple of 3 times 13—we are
analyzing the 13 Principles of Compassion—
and it is the value of “God is one” (הוה ֶאחָ ד-)י.
Altogether there are 121 letters included in

T

this skip, and they can be
arranged into the square of
11, like so:

T

he value of all 121 letters included in
this skip is 6210, which is 30 times 207,
where 207 is the value of “light” ()אֹור, as well as
“secret” () ָרז, and “infinite” () ֵאין סֹוף, etc. 6210
is also 10 times the Aramaic word for “crown”
()ּכִ ְת ָרא, whose letters are the initials of the first
four words in our parashah, ּכִ י ִתּׂשָ א ֶאת רֹאׁש.
One of the questions that is asked regarding
the 13 Principles of Compassion is: How does

the text suggest that it should be divided into
13 principles and not some other number?
Incredibly, when we count the number of
letters in all three verses, we
find there are exactly 169,
which is the square of 13.
Thus, we can arrange the
3 verses in the form of the
square of 13, like so:

I

n2 = rn ┴ r(n – 1). Setting n equal to 13, we
find that 132 = 169 = 78 ┴ 91,

n addition, there is a mathematical rule that
every square is the sum of two consecutive
triangular numbers. The definition of a
triangular number is the sum of integers from
1 to n. The triangular numbers are thus 0, 1,
3, 6, 10, 15, and so on. So for example, 12 = 1 =
0 ┴ 1; 22 = 4 = 1 ┴ 3; 32 = 9 = 3 ┴ 6. And, in general,

the triangles of 12 and 13,
respectively. We can see
this graphically by shading
the square of 13 above, like
so:

Note that the division of 169 into 78 and 91 perfectly divides our verses.
The first two verses fit perfectly into the black triangle (of 91 letters) and then the third
verse fits perfectly into the white triangle (of 78 letters).
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